
Every aircraft deserves a home.



what we do
We specialize in rehoming challenged aircraft 

towards a second chance at flight.

We believe there is an owner for every aircraft, 

regardless of maintenance status, cosmetics 

or airworthiness, and we actively search for 

the right aircraft-buyer fit towards making a 

placement.

We also offer special buyer/seller support in 

our transactions (if needed), providing on-site 

transaction assistance during the Escrow 

digital document exchange process.

We are committed to challenged aircraft 

placements, and we’ll provide all the support 

and assistance required to find these aircraft 

new homes.

A specialized placement
service for challenged aircraft.

Reach out to Jay Taffet to 
refer owners of challenged 
aircraft, and start the 
placement process 
towards your referral fee!

jay@gracenjules.com

504.460.1072

236 Stafford Place
New Orleans, LA 70124

gracenjules.com

We need your help locating idle and neglected aircraft — hangar-

queens and ramp-exiles — that you can refer to us towards potential 

sales. We will pay you $550 for each aircraft/owner referral that closes, 

and we’ll pay you $150 before closing if you’d like to assist with 

logbook photo-scans and aircraft photos towards buyer marketing. 

$700 to you for helping a challenged aircraft find a home!

TESTIMONIAL: “I had acquired a Cessna 414A that was owned by a company that my partner 
and I purchased. The plane had been sitting out in the weather for over six years and not 
airworthy. We had no idea how to sell the plane or if we could even sell it. We were lucky 
enough to contact Jay who formulated a market strategy to get the most money possible for 
the plane. He knew exactly what to do and what inspections to have conducted to get the 
process started. His follow up was timely and thorough. We sold the plane in short order. Jay 
was very impressive through the entire process. I would recommend him to anyone looking to 
sell their plane.”   — Bill Raters, SASSI


